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From: Mrs L Lambert
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 8:41 PM
To: Ruggles & Stopitall Ltd
Subject: Hallelujah!!!

Hi Karen,
In a word, “Brilliant”.
My mare has gone from being bitten in a full boet type coverall rug last week, having to have a steroid
injection [help to calm her extreme immune response] from the vet as she was covered in bites that
were like “bunches of grapes” all around her exposed skin and where the midges had gone
under the rug
to
TURNED OUT WITH NO RUG ON AND NOT A BITE IN SIGHT!!! WELL DONE!!!!!!
Yep, she stinks of curry [ ...yeah, Mother Nature clearly had a cold when she created it ] but a small
price to pay for a happy little mare who is in the field, turned out at night and not getting plagued with
flies.
Its funny, we watch the flies go near the horse with the stuff on and then change their mind about
landing...!!!! Proof enough for me!
I also ditched the garlic and swapped XXXXXXXXXXXX
Dengie Alfa pellet [high profile horse feed often connected
to skin issues] to my tried and tested Simple Systems Alfalfa pellets [excellent...can't give a horse a
better food regime!!]
All good, so thank you very much, I will be spreading the word and ordering another supply soon.
Thanks also for your extensive email/notes with the product, really helpful.
Kind regards
Liz x
Liz Lambert, Essex
Many thanks to Mrs Lambert for taking the time to write this feedback.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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